DESIGN AND INSTALL BRICK VENEER TO NZS 4210:2001 MASONRY CONSTRUCTION: MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
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Getting behind
brick veneer
The back of brick veneer will get wet when it rains. That’s why it’s important to
design in elements such as vents and open prepends, install the veneer following
the correct practices and adhere to certain tolerances.

insulation
H1.2 treated timber framing

wall ties in first two courses
(screw-fixed)

wall underlay – extend to 35 mm
below bottom plate
bottom plate

masonry veneer wall

DPC
weepholes at 800 mm
maximum (every third joint)

50 mm minimum step-down

0–20 mm maximum overhang
(10 mm recommended)

finished floor level to:
• permanent paving – 100 mm minimum
• finished unpaved ground – 150 mm minimum

base of masonry veneer to permanent
paving – 25 mm minimum
base of masonry veneer to finished
unpaved ground – 100 mm minimum

40–75 mm cavity
damp-proof course turned up back of rebate
(two coats bituminous liquid, 1 mm butyl rubber,
0.25 mm polyethylene (polythene))

Figure 1

Basic elements of a masonry veneer cladding system.

FIRED CLAY BRICK VENEER has long been successfully

Two common questions

●●

Why is the cavity so much wider?

used as a cladding material (see Figure 1). It

We are frequently asked about the two

●●

Why are top vents required?

is durable without the need for any coating

key differences between brick veneer and a

Wider cavity as damp behind

system, and the veneer is well separated from the

lightweight cladding such as weatherboard

The back of the brick veneer is likely to become

supporting framing behind, aiding durability.

installed over a cavity:

damp or wet when it rains because:
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continuous 5 mm gap
cavity closed off to roof space

soffit
Option 1:
Ventilation through top gap and
behind any installed bead

thermal break strip

18 × 18 mm cover bead
(optional)

steel frame

insulation

ventilation through cavity

Option 2:
Ventilation through
continuous 5 mm gap
between top of wall and soffit
or through ventilation slots at
800 mm centres maximum or
every third perpend

5 mm

wall underlay

Note: Thermal break for steel framing may be placed over or under wall underlay.

Figure 2

●●

●●

●●

Brick veneer – top of wall.

although the clay bricks may be relatively

Most flexible wall underlays billow to some

air movement through the cavity to remove

moisture resistant, the cement/sand mortar

degree into the cavity. A wider cavity is needed

moisture absorbed by the bricks and mortar.

is not

to prevent moisture being transferred across

windows are not generally sealed into

the cavity.

the veneer, so water can enter at these

Top vents needed for drying

junctions

Top vents as well as the bottom vent and

mortar often protrudes out the back of the

drainage slots are required to dry the back

joints.

of the veneer. This ensures there is sufficient
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Top venting can be provided by:
●●

a continuous 5 mm protected gap between
the top of the veneer and the soffit lining (see
Figure 2)

●●

leaving every third vertical perpend open.
Locating the open perpends in the second to

butyl flashing – carry 200 mm
past each side of window

window joinery

air seal over backing rod
sill tiles
wall underlay with
flexible flashing tape
leave every third vertical
course free of mortar to
provide ventilation and
drainage

sill trimmer

wall underlay – carry up behind flashing

Figure 3

brick tie – screw fixed to stud

Sill detail for aluminium window in brick veneer.

top course means the top course of bricks is

where brick veneer is supported on a lintel bar

less likely to come loose due to the missing

across the opening

vertical mortar.

●●

the top of the cavity is not open to any soffit or

●●

50 mm below the interior floor level
●●

roof space

Key to good detailing

●●

Other key requirements when detailing brick
veneer include:
●●

drainage slots across the top of openings

●●

damp proofing the rebate formed in the slab,
foundation wall or bond beam for the veneer

flexible jamb and sill flashings on windows and
doors (see Figure 3)

ensuring the base of the veneer is at least

(see Figure 4)
●●

when supported on a foundation wall with a

drainage slots above the termination of the sill

suspended floor, the base of the veneer is not

flashing to windows

open to the subfloor
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wall underlay taken down below bottom of bearer

cavity width 40 mm min. (50 mm min.
recommended) 75 mm max.

wall framing
leave every third vertical
joint of bottom course free of
mortar to allow wall cavity to
ventilate and drain for
75 mm high bricks;
for less than 75 mm high,
decrease spacing of open
joints to give a minimum
clear opening 1000 mm²/m
length of wall

flooring

tight-fitting blocking between bearers (under joist)
to prevent movement of subfloor air into cavity (can
be retrofitted in existing buildings)

DPC under timber

foundation wall

Note: Floor insulation excluded for clarity.

Figure 4

●●

Brick veneer – closing off cavity from subfloor space.

veneer ties slope downwards towards the back

●●

of the veneer.

Mortar joints are even and horizontally and

●●

Good practice when laying brick veneer:
●●

Mortar is used within its open (working time)
and is the correct strength.

●●

●●

obvious colour variation across the wall.
●●

●●

Bricks are wetted in dry conditions to prevent

the face of the veneer is vertical within
10 mm for every 3 m rise in height within a

than 6 mm deep, unless otherwise specified

single storey or 20 mm over the total height

Perpends for drainage and venting are left

of a building (NZS 4210:2001)
●●

5 mm in any direction up to 10 m or no more

Mortar droppings are removed from the base

than 10 mm in total in any direction over 10 m

of the cavity and from on top of all ties.
●●

courses must be level horizontally to within

open

Finished surfaces and adjacent materials

moisture being sucked out of the mortar.

such as windows are free of mortar smears

Ties are wet-bedded in accordance with NZS

or stains.

(NZS 4210:2001)
●●

and workmanship. Or, dry-bed in accordance

Stay within the tolerances

with BRANZ Study Report 152 Investigation

Tolerances for bricklaying in the MBIE Guide to

of the strength and stiffness of dry-bedded

tolerances, materials and workmanship in new

masonry ties in various veneer types.

residential construction 2015 are:

vertical joints must align to within 3 mm
on the fair (visible) face and 5 mm on the
structural face (NZS 4210:2001).

●●

4210:2001 Masonry construction: Materials
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●●

Recessed or raked mortar joints are more
(NZS 4210:2001).

●●

Bricks are blended in accordance with
manufacturers’ instructions to minimise

joints have an average thickness of 10 mm
±3 mm (NZS 4210:2001)

vertically aligned within the tolerances
specified below.

Tips for laying brick veneer

●●

bottom mortar joints are no more than 20 mm
thick.

